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GT SOS Flashlight Radio
Hand Crank Solar Charging
Outdoor Portable Flashlight

Reading Lamps 4000mA
Power Bank

Special Price

$29.71 was

$34.95
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Short Description

Life is full of uncertainties, emergencies often occur unexpectedly and natural disasters sometimes strike
without any warning signs.

Description

• Life is full of uncertainties, emergencies often occur unexpectedly and natural disasters sometimes strike
without any warning signs. The newest design MD-090P weather emergency radio does more than just warn
about a coming storm. During a power outage, or some other unexpected scenario, it can work as an ultra-
bright LED flashlight to expel darkness, or as a power bank to charge a power off phone, there's also a SOS
alert, keeping you safety.
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Features

【2020 Upgraded Emergency Radio】This emergency flashlight radio is more powerful than the best-selling
090 on the market. The main upgrade points are 4000mAh super large battery, visualized percentage of
battery surplus, reading lamp upgraded from 4 to 6 LED beads, 3 flashlight lighting modes and 2 reading
lamp modes. This is the most powerful 10 in 1, practical and cost-effective emergency weather radio in
history. •【4000mAh Biggest Capacity Battery】The 4000mAh large capacity battery of emergency radio
cellphone charger is twice or even four times that of other weather emergency radio, which is the biggest
capacity in the weather radio's market. You will never image the battery capacity of the crank flashlight radio
is large than iPhone 11 max. Better solve the problem of crank solar radio battery life and charging mobile
phone in case of emergency situation. •【4 POWER Charging Model】Hazard weather always lead to power
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outages and you would like to have this portable emergency radio. Hand crank and solar power these two
power sources can power the weather emergency radio when you need in emergency. USB fast charging is
the main power way in daily use. Rechargeable battery can be replaced and you can find it in any stores and
supermarket. Power up anytime and anywhere. •【Super-Bright 3 Mode and Reading Lamp】 If you are an
outdoor sports enthusiast or need to walk in a place without lights, Waterproof IPX3 Radio with a three-mode
flashlight is a good choice. Its farthest lighting distance is more than 10m, which is more than other most
emergency solar radios. In addition, reading lights with motion sensors will greatly help you get up at
midnight and avoid waking up your family. •【A Life Saver Radio】When natural disasters come, such as
hurricanes, snowstorms, etc., how can we prevent them? When the whole city is blackout and falls into
darkness, how can we spend this dark night? When we are trapped in natural disasters, how can we save
ourselves? You only need an emergency flashlight radio, with 7 NOAA stations and rechargeable &
replaceable 4000mAh battery, plus the hand solar phone charger and SOS alarm. Don't be afraid of all kinds
of emergencies.

Specifications

• Dimensions: 6.3*3.2*2.48inch/ 16x8.13x6.3cm • Unit Weight: 0.77lb/ 350g • Working Voltage: 2.7-4.2V •
Rechargeable Battery: 4000mAH 3.7V Li-ion • LED Flashlight: 1W (Super-Bright 3 Mode Flashlight) • Frequency
Range: FM 87-108MHz; AM 520-1710KHz; WB 162.400-162.550MHz • Reading Lamp: Always On/ Motion
Sensor • Water Resistance: IPX-3

Additional Information

Brand AE

SKU AE-GTSOS-4000MA-D

Weight 0.9800

Color Green

Function Charger

Special Price $29.71
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